Request for Proposal (RFP)
EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS AT LARKIN STREET YOUTH SERVICES
Intent to Submit Due: September 15, 2017, by 5pm PT
Proposals Due: October 9, 2017, by 5pm PT

I. Purpose of the Evaluation
Summary: Larkin Street Youth Services (Larkin Street) seeks an evaluator for a formative evaluation of
Larkin Street’s transitional housing programs. More specifically, we are seeking a consultant to assess
whether and to what extent these programs have met their goals, understand why, and provide
recommendations for improvements.
The primary audience for the evaluation is Larkin Street’s management team, particularly senior
management. We will also share findings with Larkin Street’s staff, board, and funders, and, if helpful,
with the broader community.
Background of the programs and the evaluation: Larkin Street has nine transitional housing programs.
On average, these programs house approximately 15-20 youth each at any given time and about 250
youth in each program annually. More detail will be provided on these programs later in this RFP.
We are looking for an evaluator to address the following: how our transitional housing programs are
being implemented (and how implementation may differ from the original program design), the efficacy
of our program model design, and the extent to which youth are achieving short-term outcomes while
they are in these programs. We hope to use the evaluation to enhance program implementation and
pinpoint areas for overall program improvement. We also want the evaluator to assess Larkin Street’s
readiness for a summative evaluation, for all or a select group of these programs.

II. Background of Larkin Street and the programs to be evaluated
Larkin Street has evolved over more than 33 years into San Francisco’s largest nonprofit provider
dedicated to the diverse needs of homeless youth. What began as a volunteer-run drop-in center and
modest street outreach program has grown into a full continuum of services that moves homeless youth
from crisis to stability, providing a permanent pathway off the streets and out of poverty. Today, Larkin
Street serves more than 2,500 homeless youth each year through a combination of engagement and
housing programs that include street outreach, emergency shelter, medical care, transitional housing,
case management, life skills training, primary and behavioral healthcare, college- and career-readiness,
and ongoing education and employment training.
In 2012 Larkin Street launched an ambitious five-year strategic plan. The purpose of the plan is to propel
Larkin Street to a new level of impact. Our goal is to be the national leader in the homeless youth
services field, with an evidence-based and replicable model that supports the following long-term
outcomes for youth who exit our transitional housing programs: two years of post-secondary education,
living-wage employment, stable housing, and emotional and physical health and wellbeing.

Larkin Street has made significant progress toward these ambitious strategic goals. We have
documented our service model and invested in significant infrastructure improvements to support and
measure meaningful short-, intermediate-, and long-term outcomes. We have refined our engagement
and case management programs, and significantly enhanced our education, employment, behavioral
health, and transitional housing programs. In addition, we utilize a program strategy that maps how
youth should progress through and across Larkin Street’s programs; this strategy is based on carefully
assessing youth readiness and ensuring that the right programs are available to youth at the appropriate
time, thereby allowing for the most expeditious and meaningful change in their lives. Our intake,
assessment, monitoring, and case management tools are research- and best-practice-based, designed to
help staff forge and deepen relationships with clients, as well as measure client progress.
Larkin Street’s core programming for which we seek this formative evaluation is our transitional housing
programs. Once immediate crises are resolved, young people can focus on the future and envision a life
beyond the streets. Approximately 250 youth are housed each year in our nine transitional housing
programs, which provide 24 months or more of stable housing with intensive services that fully address
the intersection of housing, education, employment, and wellness. Because no two young people are
alike and needs vary, Larkin Street provides a variety of housing options, from scattered-site apartments
in the community to 24-hour congregate living with full-time staff. We have specialized programs for
youth who are HIV+, those who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer, those with
mental illness, and young people who have emancipated from foster care.
Although the populations in these programs differ, at the foundation of these nine transitional housing
programs we provide core program components. The key components, central to the Larkin Street
model, include:







Low-threshold access to services that meet youth where they are at
A trauma informed, restorative approach and behavioral health supports
Case management around setting and achieving goals
Life skills support to build knowledge and resilience
Linkages to counseling and classes to re-engage in formal education and pursue a meaningful
career through Larkin Street Academy
Ongoing assessment and a data driven approach

III. Evaluation Objectives and Questions
a. Identify strengths and weaknesses of implementing these programs. How do the programs as
implemented compare with the original program design? In what ways have we been
successful? What has been challenging?
b. Determine the extent to which short- and intermediate-term outcomes have been achieved.
What evidence do we have that clients have achieved these outcomes? Do we have the proper
systems in place to track and measure these outcomes? Are the outcomes we’ve identified the
best way to represent success given the program timeframe?
a. Do outcomes differ by population?

b. To what extent do youth who participate and/or complete these programs see changes
in the domains of housing stability, education, employment, and physical and emotional
wellness?
c. Is there a specific dosage or combination of services that supports higher outcomes?
c. How effective is the Larkin Street model design? What are the limitations of the model? Given
the assessment regarding outcomes, what enhancements or modifications would improve the
program model, i.e., increase short-term outcomes?
d. Assess readiness for a summative evaluation. Are there programs better suited for rigorous
evaluation than others?

IV. Data and Methods
We use Efforts to Outcomes (ETO), a cloud-based client data management software, for the majority of
our data collection efforts. For example, staff use ETO daily to record work with youth, and ongoing QA
processes allow us to ensure data integrity. A unique participant ID allows us to match and aggregate
data across programs. Further, by analyzing specific, measurable outcomes and the results achieved, the
software provides us with a powerful tool for program evaluation and development.
We collect the following data elements:








Client demographics
Program enrollments and dismissals
Program services
Intake assessments
Initial, quarterly and exit assessments on housing, education, employment, and wellness
Case plans
Client feedback surveys

*See Assessments Flow Chart for more details
We expect that the evaluator will access ETO and will use Larkin Street’s internal outcomes framework.
The evaluator should also complement any quantitative data analyses with qualitative information to
better understand Larkin Street’s impact, as well as identify areas of growth and improvement. The ideal
evaluator should therefore have experience analyzing data, as well as using one-on-one interviews,
focus groups with youth, site observations, etc. We look forward to hearing innovative methods to
answer our key questions. In short, we encourage proposals that push our thinking and use nontraditional evaluative methods.

V. Evaluation Deliverables
The following deliverables are based on the tentative one-year timeline; Larkin Street and the evaluator
will determine the exact deliverables and timelines:
1. Check-in meetings or conference calls with lead staff at Larkin Street. Ongoing communication
with the primary evaluation coordinator as needed.
2. A draft of the evaluation work plan (February 1, 2018) and a final work plan (March 1, 2018).

3. Presentations on the progress and final data as deemed appropriate by both Larkin Street and
the evaluator.
4. The final report, including an executive summary. The final report should be suitable to share
more broadly.

VI. Roles
Larkin Street staff: Larkin Street is the client and will make final decisions on critical steps during the
evaluation. Meghan Bernstein, Associate Director of Organizational Learning, will be the primary staff
contact. There will also be involvement from the following: the Director of Research and Evaluation,
Executive Director, Chief of Programs, and Senior Director of Operations. Other staff will be involved as
needed.
Advisory Committee: This committee will be made up of Larkin Street’s currently existing Program
Strategy Committee. This committee includes two members on the Board of Directors, the Larkin Street
staff listed above, and 1-2 external representatives with experience in strategic planning and evaluation.
This committee will review and provide expert input and feedback at various stages in the evaluation
process (feedback on the proposed methodology, findings, and recommendations) to enhance the
quality, credibility, and utility of the evaluation to Larkin Street.

VII. Selection Process
Larkin Street will review applications and by November 20, 2017, interview the most qualified firms.
Larkin Street will base its final selection on an overall evaluation of the firms and in the best interest of
the stated objectives. Work is expected to begin by January 2018. Larkin Street reserves the right to
cancel this RFP at any time for any reason, even after review of all the applications, and is not
responsible for any expenses incurred by any applicant in developing an application.

VIII. Proposal Instructions
Application timeline:






Deadline: September 15, 2017, by 5pm PT. Letter of intent emailed to Meghan Bernstein
(mbernstein@larkinstreetyouth.org) to express interest in submitting a proposal.
o After we receive notification of intent to submit, additional materials will be available to
potential applicants upon request. We will also be available to answer questions and discuss
the RFP (contact Meghan Bernstein at mbernstein@larkinstreetyouth.org).
Deadline: October 9, 2017, by 5pm PT. Email proposals to Meghan Bernstein
(mbernstein@larkinstreetyouth.org). Please do not submit paper copies.
October/November 2017: Interviews conducted.
November 20, 2017: Final selection of evaluator.

Your proposal, which should not exceed 15 pages, excluding any evaluation reports, should
include the following:







Evaluation team:
o Names, titles, and qualifications of the team. A description of each person’s role and time
commitment to the project.
o Discuss relevant experience, particularly conducting evaluations for agencies in the field of
social services. The ideal firm will have experience working with vulnerable populations and
using various evaluation methods and tools.
o Provide three client references.
o Provide at least 1 evaluation report, which highlights your work.
Design and methodology:
o Describe your approach to evaluations such as this request.
o How will you answer the questions outlined in the section “Evaluation Objectives and
Questions”?
 What information is needed? How will you gather it?
 What specific data collection methods will be used?
o What challenges do you foresee in designing and implementing the evaluation and how will
you respond to these challenges? How should Larkin Street respond to these challenges?
o Outline your expectations of the amount of time Larkin Street staff (primary contact,
advisory committee, board, etc.) will spend on the evaluation/working with the evaluators.
o Provide a detailed timeline of the evaluation.
o Provide a detailed budget (e.g., estimate of costs, billing rates, time estimates) – maximum
budget $250,000.
Again, the proposal should not exceed a total of 15 pages, excluding any evaluation reports.

Project Timeline
Deadline

Activity/Deliverable

September 5, 2017

Distribute RFP

September 15, 2017

Deadline for candidates to express intent to submit

October 9, 2017

Deadline for candidates to submit proposals

November 20, 2017

Make final selection

January 15, 2018

Evaluation kick off

February 1, 2018

Draft evaluation design work plan due

February 15, 2018

Meeting with Advisory Committee

March 1, 2018

Final work plan due

April 1, 2018

Progress report check-in #1

May 15, 2018

Progress report check-in #2

July 1, 2018

Progress report check-in #3

Sept 1, 2018

Progress report check-in #4

Oct 15, 2018

Final progress report

January 15, 2019

Final report due

Appendix
Additional Materials

Introduction to Larkin Street
Larkin Street offers a broad continuum of services providing youth with alternatives
to street life and opportunities to achieve long-term self-sufficiency
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Larkin Street’s Theory of Change
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Long-Term Agency Outcomes

Larkin Street At a Glance

Assessments Flow Chart

